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Acoustic Echo Cancellation: Do
IIR Models Offer Better Modeling
Capabilities than Their FIR Counterparts?
Athanasios P. Liavas and Phillip A. Regalia, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— The adequateness of IIR models for acoustic echo
cancellation is a long-standing question, and the answers found
in the literature are conflicting. We use results from rational
Hankel norm and least-squares approximation, and we recall
a test that provides a priori performance levels for FIR and
IIR models. We apply this test to measured acoustic impulse
responses. Upon comparing the performance levels of FIR and
IIR models with the same number of free parameters, we do
not observe any significant gain from the use of IIR models. We
attribute this phenomenon to the shape of the energy spectra
of the acoustic impulse responses so tested, which possess many
strong and sharp peaks. Faithful modeling of these peaks requires
many parameters, irrespective of the type of the model.
Index Terms— Acoustic echo cancellation, FIR models, IIR
models.

I. INTRODUCTION

L

INEAR time-invariant (LTI) infinite impulse response
(IIR) models are commonly expected to possess better
modeling capabilities than their finite impulse response (FIR)
counterparts. The reason for this is that many physical systems
can be well described by difference equations involving both
the input and the output. These equations lead, in turn, to
rational transfer functions corresponding to IIR models.
When we have to cope with unknown systems and/or
unknown signal properties, some type of adaptation has to
be included in our models. The theory of adaptive FIR filters
is well developed (see [1] and [2] among many nice texts) and
gives us the ability to predict their behavior under a variety of
conditions. There are applications, however, in which achieving an acceptable performance level requires a very high order
FIR model, resulting in very high computational complexity.
A well-known example is acoustic echo cancellation (AEC),
where in order to achieve satisfactory echo compensation, FIR
filters with several thousands of taps are often required [3].
In the hopes of reducing computational complexity, adaptive
IIR algorithms for AEC have remained of interest. Some early
works claim that IIR models cannot offer substantially better
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performance in the AEC problem than their FIR counterparts.
At this point, two comments are in order:
• Conclusions based solely on simulations [4] are not
entirely convincing if we cannot guarantee that we have
approached the global minimum of the error performance
surface for the IIR case.
• The use of an equation error model [5] in the (output
error) AEC scheme seems questionable on its principles. This argument becomes stronger in undermodeled
cases—including AEC—in which the minimum point
of an equation error cost function need not have any
particular connection with the minimum point of an
output error cost function (e.g., [6, p. 28]).
The first attempt to put the problem under a model reduction
framework appears in [7], where the authors use concepts
from rational Hankel norm approximation theory in order to
examine if IIR models offer better approximation properties
than FIR models with the same number of free parameters in
the AEC context. Using a measured room acoustic impulse
response, they show that IIR models can outperform, for
some model orders in Hankel norm approximation terms, their
FIR counterparts. This work remains one of the few that has
claimed superiority of IIR models in an AEC environment.
Recently, considerable progress has been made in both the
theoretical and the algorithmic parts of adaptive IIR filtering.
For example, using Hankel norm approximation concepts [8],
a priori bounds have been developed for the rational leastsquares approximation [9], [10], which seems a more natural
criterion in adaptive filtering than the Hankel norm criterion.
New efficient algorithms have been developed based on the
tapped-state lattice structure, overcoming in this way potential
instability of the direct-form IIR filters during adaptation [6,
chs. 7, 8], [11]. Furthermore, the study of algorithms other than
stochastic gradient-based algorithms has rendered it possible to
guarantee that, under certain conditions, the stationary points
of a family of adaptive IIR algorithms are “close” to the global
minimum of the least-squares output error performance surface
[12]–[14].
In the sequel, we exploit these results, and we recall a priori
performance levels for the approximation of acoustic echo
paths (AEP’s) by IIR and FIR models under an ideal stationary
scenario. Strictly speaking, speech signals as encountered in
the AEC problem are, in general, nonstationary. In the same
vein, AEP’s are also nonstationary since they depend on person
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Note that we use , instead of
, as the unit delay operator,
. The output of
, which is denoted
i.e.,
, can be expressed as
(2)
is constrained to be causal. It may
Our adjustable model
be either an th-order FIR filter
(3)
or a

Fig. 1. System approximation/identification problem.

movements, temperature variations, etc. Thus, it would be
desirable to treat this problem as one involving nonstationary
systems and signals. It is probably true that no such progress
can be made until we fully understand simple stationary
cases. A complete understanding of the stationary case would
possibly serve as a valuable guide toward tackling the more
difficult nonstationary case. Thus, our interest in this paper
will be restricted to the stationary case.
The performance levels achieved by equal complexity IIR
and FIR models provide a measure of the approximation
capabilities offered by the respective models in the AEC
problem. By equal complexity models, we mean models with
the same number of free parameters. It is not always true
that such models will lead to adaptive algorithms with exactly
the same computational complexity. However, we feel that
this definition of complexity is the most appropriate for our
study because in this way, we measure how effectively the
parameters are utilized by the various models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we recall some principal results from least-squares approximation theory, which constitute a test for the performance
offered by FIR and IIR models in the least-squares approximation/identification problem. In Section III, we apply this test in
the AEC context using measured (as opposed to hypothesized)
room acoustic impulse responses. For the acoustic impulse
responses tested, IIR models do not offer substantially superior
modeling capabilities than do their equal complexity FIR
counterparts. This phenomenon may be attributed to the shape
of the energy spectra of the AEP’s so tested; they possess many
strong and sharp peaks, whose faithful modeling, as shown in
Section IV, requires many parameters, irrespective of the type
of the model. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. LEAST-SQUARES APPROXIMATION
USING FIR AND IIR MODELS

with

(4)

, which is denoted
The output of
.
used as an estimate of
Our objective is to determine the filters
the mean square estimation error

(1)

, in either case, is
that minimize

(5)
is the power spectral density of the input
.
where
Since our input is unit variance zero mean white noise, this
minimization problem reduces to

(6)
denotes the
norm.
where
or
(FIR or
In the sequel, we assume that the degree
norm of the
IIR, respectively) is insufficient to allow the
estimation error to reach zero. In the next three subsections,
norm
we review known results that express how small the
of the estimation error can become versus the model order in
. These bounds will form
terms of the impulse response
the basis for the comparison of the modeling capabilities of
FIR and IIR models in the AEC context.
A.

In this section, we review the system approximation/identification setup shown in Fig. 1. The unit variance
drives both
zero mean white noise sequence
and
. We assume that
is causal and stable in
sense, i.e.,
the

th-order IIR filter

th-Order FIR Case

is an
When
problem becomes

th-order FIR model, our minimization

(7)
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It is clear that the coefficients of the optimum
coefficients of
filter match the first
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th-order FIR
, giving

Furthermore, since at each minimum point of
it happens that
[6, p. 129], then
(15)

(8)
It can also be shown [10] that
, we can
Thus, given the impulse response ,
compute a priori the performance achieved by the optimum
FIR models as a function of the model order .
(16)
B.

th-Order IIR Case

where

diag

, with

is a th-order IIR model, the minimization
When
problem (6) becomes
(9)
In this case, we cannot derive, in general, exact expressions
error versus the model order in terms
for the minimum
of the impulse response. We can, however, obtain, given
,
, a priori upper and lower bounds for the
norm of the estimation error as a function of
minimum
the model order . These bounds depend on the Hankel
, and we find it useful to introduce
singular values of
some notation at this point.
as in (1), its Hankel form
Given a stable and causal
is defined as the doubly infinite Hankel matrix

(10)
..
.

..
.

..
.

..

.

are the singular values of
The Hankel singular values of
,
, and they are usually given in descending order.
is defined as
The Hankel norm of
(11)
denotes the induced 2-norm of the operator
.
where
is equal to
Kronecker’s theorem states that the rank of
. The rational Hankel norm
the McMillan degree of
approximation problem is fully resolved by the celebrated
theorem of Adamjan et al. [8], which states the following.
be a given Hankel form, and let
be
Theorem: Let
a candidate Hankel approximant. Then
(12)
Furthermore, there is a unique Hankel form of rank not
that attains this bound.
exceeding
A connection between the rational Hankel norm and
norm approximations is provided through the
norm/Hankel
norm inequality [15], [6, p. 154]
(13)
From (12) and (13), we obtain
(14)

(17)
, we can derive a priori upper
Thus, given ,
and lower bounds [via (15) and (16), respectively] for the
performance offered by the IIR models as a function of the
model order . At this point, we must note that in general,
both bounds are loose, and we do not know a priori which
error norm achieved by
bound is closer to the minimum
the IIR models.
C. ARMA( , ) Case,
In [7], it was claimed that the shape of the acoustic impulse
response suggests the use of models with unequal numbers
) models with
of poles and zeros, i.e., the use of ARMA(
). It turns out that
longer numerator than denominator (
error bounds for the ARMA
case
upper and lower
can be derived by slightly rearranging the previous case [6, p.
141]. More specifically, we need only remove the first
samples
, thereby obtaining
(18)
Then, we perform a th-order rational least squares approxi. Bounds for this approximation still obey (15)
mation to
(the denominator order).
and (16) with
III. IIR VERSUS FIR MODELS FOR
ACOUSTIC ECHO CANCELLATION
Formulas (8), (15), and (16) can be used to derive a
priori approximation levels for FIR and IIR models in any
approximation/identification problem, which can be described
by Fig. 1. In this section, we use these formulas to compare
the modeling capabilities of IIR versus FIR models for AEC.
We apply them here to measured (not hypothesized) room
acoustic impulse responses. The dimensions of the room are
m , the floor is covered by carpets, and
two sides have windows.
In Fig. 2(a), we plot the magnitude of the measured impulse
response of the AEP on a decibel scale (sampling frequency
8 kHz). In Fig. 2(b), we plot the magnitude of its energy
spectrum in the frequency range 100–1000 Hz (the frequency
interval is constrained simply for visualization purposes).
In Fig. 3, we plot the performance levels offered by the
models as a function of the number of the model parameters. The thick lines plot the upper and lower mean square
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. (a) Magnitude of acoustic impulse response in decibel scale. (b) Energy spectrum of acoustic impulse response (frequency interval 100–1000 Hz).

Fig. 3. Performance levels for IIR and FIR models. Thick lines: Upper and lower mean square error bounds for IIR models. Thin line: Minimum
mean square error for FIR models.

error bounds for IIR models, whereas the thin line plots the
minimum mean square error achieved by the respective FIR
models. We observe that for this impulse response, for parameter numbers up to 1500, the FIR performance lies between the
upper and lower IIR bounds. That is, for parameter numbers
up to 1500, the FIR and IIR models provide comparable
echo reduction. We may remark here that in an adaptive
filtering context, neither the FIR nor the IIR models will reach
identically their respective global minima due to inevitable
misadjustment effects. Given the large number of parameters—extending well into the hundreds here—misadjustment
effects may render the two solutions virtually indistinguishable
in terms of their actual performance measures.

)
In Table I, we present bounds for various ARMA(
models and the minimum mean square error achieved by
FIR models with the same number of parameters. Again, we
observe comparable performance levels using FIR and IIR
approximants.
We performed the aforementioned tests using ten measured
typical room acoustic impulse responses. No significant differences in performance levels were observed between FIR and
IIR approximants.
Thus, even if we overlook problems commonly appearing in
the study of adaptive IIR filters, such as potential existence of
local minima and potential instability during the adaptation and
slow convergence speed—some of which have been solved in
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TABLE I
VARIOUS ARMA(p; q ) MODELS

certain cases—we may anticipate that adaptive IIR algorithms
will not offer echo reduction levels substantially superior to
their FIR counterparts. Refer to [16] for further examples,
which are in general agreement with the results presented here.
IV. ADEQUATENESS OF IIR MODELS
ACOUSTIC ECHO CANCELLATION

Using similar arguments, we can prove that the maximum
number of extrema points of
, where
is the
th-order IIR model given by (4), is
, and the
model is
.
corresponding number for the ARMA
This means that to faithfully model an energy spectrum
extrema points on the interval
whose magnitude exhibits
, we require no fewer than
parameters for the FIR
for the IIR and ARMA cases.
case and
The shape of the magnitude of the energy spectrum of the
AEP exhibiting many strong and sharp peaks implies that in
order to provide faithful AEP approximations, we must use
models possessing many spectral peaks. From the previous
discussion, it is clear that existence of many peaks implies
many parameters in order to obtain a sufficient number of
extrema, irrespective of the type of the model. Thus, if we
accept that the existence of many strong and sharp spectral
peaks is a generic property of AEP’s (as is evidenced by
many studies, e.g., [7] and [17]), then we deduce that in order
to provide good AEP approximations, we must use an FIR,
an IIR, or an ARMA model with a very large number of
parameters. As concerns the FIR models, this fact is well
known and can be deduced by a simple inspection of the
impulse response of an AEP. However, we feel that the part
concerning the IIR models is somewhat surprising (although
perhaps anticipated in view of some earlier studies [7], [19])
and gives a plausible explanation to the phenomenon related
to the performance of adaptive IIR algorithms for AEC.

FOR

In the previous section, we observed that IIR and FIR
offer comparable echo reduction for the AEC problem. Our
objective in this section is to isolate those characteristics of
AEP’s, which seem to be the main causes for this phenomenon.
With reference to the impulse response plotted in Fig. 2(a),
we observe a decreasing exponential envelope, which has been
the impetus in many works for using IIR models to capture
AEP’s.
With respect to the magnitude of the energy spectrum of this
impulse response, in Fig. 2(b), the most striking observation
is the existence of many strong sharp spectral peaks (for a
related discussion, see [17]). As a result, for this particular
extrema points in
energy spectrum, there exist
the frequency range 0–4000 Hz. This means that in order to
model this energy spectrum faithfully, we need no fewer than
parameters. In the sequel, we justify this claim.
Consider first the FIR case. In order to compute the max,
imum number of extrema of
, with
on the interval
(19)
we first write
(20)
. Then, we follow the same steps
for some ,
as in [18, p. 128], and we conclude that the maximum number
on the interval
is
.
of extrema of

V. CONCLUSIONS
Our main purpose is to answer the question “Do IIR models
exhibit modeling capabilities that are to their FIR counterparts
in the AEC problem?” Using theoretical results from least
squares approximation theory, we recalled a test that can be
used to derive a priori performance levels for these models as a
function of the number of the model parameters. Applying this
test to a number of measured typical room acoustic impulse
responses, we did not observe any substantial improvement by
the use of IIR models. This observation is of great practical
importance and requires a satisfying explanation. The main
cause of this phenomenon lies, in our opinion, in the shape
of the energy spectra of the AEP’s so tested. Their striking
characteristic is the existence of many strong sharp spectral
peaks. We showed that faithful modeling of many peaks
requires many parameters, irrespective of the type of model.
It seems that IIR models do not outperform their equal
complexity FIR counterparts in modeling such cases.
We may also remark that no study has shown, to our
knowledge, that acoustic echo paths may be considered to
be finite-order systems. This may be attributed to distributed
parameter effects of acoustic wave propagation or possibly
other modeling considerations. In short, both polynomial and
rational transfer functions are “inadequate” for this application
to comparable degrees.
Whether similar conclusions may apply to other application
areas involving “infinite-order” systems is not immediately
clear. For this reason, we have been careful to focus on a
particular artifact common to most acoustic echo paths: an
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impressive number of sharp spectral peaks. At the very least,
the acoustic echo cancellation problem serves as a cogent
reminder that modeling hypotheses, which assume a finite
number of linear lumped energy storage elements, which lead,
in turn, to finite order difference or differential equations, are
often inadequate for dealing with physical systems of practical
engineering interest.
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